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Rachel has secured herself a rare position at the newest Harvey House in New Mexico. She looks

forward to a new life there, far from the memories and longings of her heart--only to find that the

very man her heart refuses to forget will be working right alongside her! Westward Chronicles Book

2.
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Rachel is secure in her job as manager of the new Casa Grande Resort and Harvey House, yet she

is empty and unfulfilled. She always wanted to be married, have kids and be a devoted wife. But, 6

yrs. ago she gave up that dream after her one and only love, Braedon, was seen in a compromising

spot. She never forgot him and never loved again. How is she supposed to react when she learns

she will work closely with HIM again? Old feelings come to the surface - doubts remain intact.

Unable to believe, not daring to trust, she almost misses what God has planned for her benefit. As

often occurs, there is one person who seems to be at the center of every catastrophe, every scene,

and this employee is bent on winning Braedon's heart. It looks for a time that the world will crush

down on Rachel before she learns to trust God and Braedon. Will their love withstand tragedy,



heartbreak and treachery? This book is a continuation of the same characters in the first book, with

emphasis away from Simone and Jeffery and featuring Rachel.

I finished this book in only a few hours because it was so good. Ms. Peterson is able to draw you

into her characters' lives from the beginning. In this book, Rachel (from a "Shelter of Hope") is faced

with the trial of working with the man she was engaged to six years ago. With the added frustration

of missing inventory, a scheming girl, and an overbearing landlady, Rachel has her hands full.

However, by learning to trust again and not giving in when things look their worst, Rachel is able to

move forward with her life.Simone & Jeffrey O'Donnell, the main characters in "Shelter of Hope"

play only minor roles in this novel, but the reader is given a look into their life--allowing for the first

story to come to its full conclusion.

Hidden in a Whisper is a great book. I read the entire thing in one day. Never a dull moment. Along

with the main plot, there is a mystery too, which makes it even more enjoyable!

I Chose this rating because nothing was boring about this story. Tracie Peterson is a very thrilling

writer once you start her books you just can't put them down. This story contains Rachael who is in

charged of the waitress of Cass Grande. Braden Parker who comes back I to Rachaels life to win

her over once again to marry him. Ivy niece of the grandmother, Seeks out to ruin Rachael from

Braden. Ivy destroys not only her parents, grandmother, finally Rachael and Braden. She becomes

a very sick person. I have told you enough. I would rec commend anyone over the age of seventeen

to read this .most exciting book.lee

I have read two of the Westward Chronicles so far, and love everything Tracie Peterson has written.

For a while I didn't think I was going to like this story, about half way to three fourths into the story I

came real close to disliking Rachal. I thought she was real special after reading about her in the first

sequel. She made it up in the last half. And Braeden was a good hero. Actually, I liked all the

characters except for that rotten Ivy and her aunt. The story is full of suspense and will keep you on

pins and needles throughout the entire story! I highly recommend this series!

Was disappointed in the beginning of the story, however it picked up nicely. There were unexpected

twist and turns. Again, demonstrating how narrow our field of vision is compared with what God's

plans and purposes are.



Rachel Taylor knew Braeden Parker was too good to be true, although he promised his love and

said he wanted to marry her. When her mother's friend saw him at a society event with a beautiful

blonde, Rachel broke off their engagement immediately and became a Harvey girl to escape. She

moved up through the ranks quickly and became the manager of the dining room and waitresses at

the new resort in New Mexico. However, when Braeden appears as the hotel manager, and they

must work together, Rachel knows her resolve will be tested. Throw into the mix a haughty waitress

bent on making trouble, a meddlesome older woman, thieves, and a conspiracy and things get more

difficult all the time for both Rachel and Braden.This was a rather interesting story, although a bit

unbelievable in several places. I doubt that Gwen Carson, the head waitress, could have quickly

removed a rattlesnake from someone's desk, even if she had grown up in Kansas. The book

doesn't explain how this was accomplished, either. It made no sense for the desk clerk to believe

Ivy and leave his post to go help the chef move a heavy object when the chef had kitchen staff all

around him that could have helped. None of Reginald Worthington's dialogue had even a hint of a

British accent, but he was fresh from England and planned to return there as soon as possible.

Rachel did not endear herself to me by the way she always listened to rumors and gossip and

believed the worst about someone she loved. Plus, the woman on the cover looks nothing like the

way Rachel is described. Braeden was almost too pushy and seemed too sure of himself most of

the time. Still, it was a good, clean Christian read, and I enjoyed it for the most part.

This book was filled with excitement. However not always pleasant. There is a truly evil young lady

who never seems to stop plotting for her own self-centered purposes. At times I wanted to give up

due to her personality and hatefulness, however there was enough mystery to cause me to want to

see it all the way to some conclusions. I was not disappointed. Agonizing at times, but ended well.
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